**Course Objective and Outcomes**

Wildlife Conservation means different things to different people and there are several approaches to achieving it. What was earlier considered the domain of Government Officials is truly turning out to be a multi-dimensional domain requiring the involvement of several stakeholders. Each of us can play a pivotal role to ensure continued survival of our wildlife (be it tigers, gharials, wolves or just the forest). This intense certificate course will attempt to expose to-be conservationists with the problems & possible methods of achieving the field conservation.

**Course Experts**

Mr. Kishor Rithe  
Mr. Debi Goenka  
Dr. Nishikant Kale  
Kirti Chavan  
Sarang Mishrikothar  
Mandar Pingle
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**SATPUDA FOUNDATION**

**Certificate Course in Wildlife Conservation**

**10 December – 05 March 2023**

**Last date: 05 December 2022**

Click [HERE](#) for registration

Course Fees: **INR 15000/-**  
(Includes course material, 4 days - 4 nights stay & meals at NCSA’s Field Station in Melghat Tiger Reserve and one park safari)

**Eligibility: Course open for Indian citizens, must be graduate**

---

**Course Modules**

- Survey and Sampling Techniques
- Ornithological Field Observations
- Wildlife Management Objectives
- Environmental Laws in India
- Media Tools for Wildlife Conservation Campaigns
- Human-Wildlife Interface/Conflicts & Co-existence
- GIS Tools for Wildlife Conservation
- Current Scenario in Wildlife
- Education in India
- Fund Raising for Wildlife Conservation
- Intensive Hands-On Practical Field Work

**3 Month Certificate Course**

Weekly Online Theory Sessions

Field Exercises in Melghat Tiger Reserve (Maharashtra)